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Abstract: This study examined the influence of networks on the development of
technological capabilities of 90 technology-based companies (TBCs) graduated by
Brazilian incubators. The relational-based view theoretically supported the study. The
data were processed via Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). A model with three
hypotheses was tested. Two hypotheses were validated, proving that technological
and financial networks built by those firms with external agents explained 70.6% of
their capacity to innovate. The insertion into technology networks of licensing,
universities, suppliers, and consulting shows that the TBCs are making use of
relationships of high technical content, which is expected according to previous
literature. As for the financial networks, it was observed that the insertion into
networks of venture capital and economic subvention demonstrates that the
innovation ecosystem presents advancements in the well-known challenge of
financial support for technology-based startups. A third hypothesis was not validated,
which provides another important finding: the planning effort presented a negative
relationship on the technological capability, but a positive relationship on the
insertion into relationship networks. This means that only direct planning is not able
to support technological capabilities. In other words, planning is more effective
when indirectly applied to relational resources of technical and financial networks,
rather than when directly applied to technological capabilities. The insertion into
technical and financial networks, in turn, positively affects the TBC’s innovation
capability. Results demonstrate that this change in planning focus, from inside to
outside of the company, could improve technological capabilities in R&D, patent,
people, and products. Future studies could investigate the entrepreneur’s
competencies in managing networks and further understanding of how networks
could be constructed through formal and informal cooperation.

Keywords: Technology-based companies, Relationship networks, Technological
capability, Small business, Entrepreneurship, Startups

Introduction
Technology-Based Companies (TBCs) are characterized by higher technical and mar-

ket risks. They are usually created by highly-qualified people, and they tend to demand

substantial capital investments (Tidd et al., 2008). They may originate from other com-

panies, universities, or research centers (spin-offs), or they can start their activities

connected to incubators of technology bases (Tidd et al., 2008). The post-incubated

companies are the focus of this study, in which the entrepreneur’s importance is
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evident. In the pre-incubation stage, besides having the idea, the entrepreneur has to

draw up a business plan, which will show if the idea is feasible or not. Subsequently, in-

cubation is the stage where the entrepreneur starts the product marketing, receives the

first financing, builds the organizational routines, and plans the company’s task per-

formance (Fiates et al., 2008). Finally, the third stage of a TBC, the post-incubation

stage (its graduation), is the crucial phase for the company’s success. At this stage, the

company has already undergone the maximum incubation period and must leave the

incubator so that it operates independently. A new set of relationship networks is re-

quired in order to improve technological capability and survival.

Technological capability is understood here as all the skills, knowledge, technology,

and learning experiences accumulated and developed by the firm, both internally and

through external relationships with other institutional players that are oriented to

innovation (Bell & Pavitt, 1995). More specifically, technological capability is under-

stood in this study according to four management perspectives: research and develop-

ment (R&D), inventions patenting, technical staff hiring, and introduction of new

products in the market. It is well-known that all these perspectives must be strategically

planned (Reichert et al., 2012); for this reason, the current study takes into account a

hypothesis relating to planning effort and technological capability. However, the litera-

ture suggests more research gaps, as it follows below.

We advocate that, for technological capability, the entrepreneur has to be a networks

manager once the company is no longer formally connected to the incubator. The

relational-based view theory (Dyer and Singh, 1996) supports this assumption. As for

the TBC life cycle, the entrepreneur’s actions require the skills that lead to the founding

of the company; this means a significant change, more precisely for creative relation-

ship arrangements that may be needed in so far as technological and financial complex-

ities are emerging (Lee et al., 2001; Collinson & Gregoson 2003; Tahvanainen, 2004;

Lichtenthaler, 2005; Dettwiler et al., 2006; Cornnelius & Persson, 2006; Lee & Park,

2006; Dahlstrand, 2007; McAdam & McAdam, 2008; West & Noel, 2009; Jones & Jaya-

warna, 2010; Cheng & Huizingh, 2014; Du et al., 2014; Fernandes et al., 2017).

Therefore, the central hypothesis of this paper is that the development of techno-

logical capabilities in post-incubated TBCs is associated with insertion into financial

and technological networks. These assumptions allowed the proposition of the follow-

ing research question: “to what extent is the technological capability of post-incubated

TBCs dependent on the insertion into financial and technological networks?” Two re-

search objectives were defined: (i) to verify the influence of insertion into financial and

technological networks on the technological capability of post-incubated TBCs; and (ii)

to verify the influence of planning effort on insertion into financial and technological

networks, and on the technological capability of post-incubated TBCs.

We analyzed the data collected from 90 post-incubated TBCs in Brazil using Struc-

tural Equation Modeling (SEM). As for the results, we have shown that planning effort

is not direct associated with technological capabilities. However, the planning effort

used to build technological and financial networks is associated with the development

of firm’s technological capabilities.

Our study shows that insertion into networks to engage agents for innovation is es-

sential in the company’s post-incubation stage. This is a great challenge for TBC man-

agement, because in the short time from founding to graduation (for example, in Brazil
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the average is three years), the entrepreneur has to leave the role of innovative and self-

sufficient manager, focused on the company’s activities, and be a networks manager.

Therefore, with the development of technological capabilities as the objective, the role

of a post-incubated TBC’s manager is to plan the insertion into relationship networks.

By contrast, the development of technological capabilities of a post-incubated TBC is

harmed by a management model characterized by the absence of integration in net-

works—that is, a model focused only on the entrepreneur’s technical knowledge and on

the planning of hierarchical functions in the company.

Our study also shows that the planning effort needs to be guided to construct these

relationships, in order to build financial and technological capabilities. Previous studies

of TBCs tended to be heavily focused in the early stages of company creation and de-

velopment (Preece et al., 1999; Knockaert et al., 2010), while our study investigated

companies in the post-incubation stage. When focusing on the post-incubation stage,

the study confirms that the entrepreneur’s planning is essential for technological cap-

abilities development in TBCs, and ratifies that this stage also requires the development

of relational abilities. In management terms, the contribution of this study intends to

alert TBCs entrepreneurs, as well as their investors, that in a post-incubation stage a

change of competencies is essential to ensure business evolution. If the technical ex-

perience was the main resource in the beginning being supplemented by the business

planning capability, then the ability to build and manage networks in the post-

incubation stage is essential for the development of TBCs’ technological capabilities.

The second section of this study presents the theoretical framework and the research

hypotheses. The third and fourth sections present respectively the methodology and

the results analysis. Finally, the fifth section presents the conclusions, limitations, and

recommendations for future studies.

Theoretical framework
A review of TBCs’ technological capabilities will be presented first, which will allow the

introduction of the second topic about relationship networks. A third topic ends the re-

view, presenting the hypothesized relationships among the variables of the study.

Technological capabilities in TBCs

TBCs are, by nature, technology-intensive and innovative companies. Hence, their main

intangible asset is a set of technological capabilities, such as skills, knowledge, and ex-

periences, built up not only to operate already-existing production systems but also to

generate new products, processes, and services (Figueiredo, 2008). Bell and Pavitt

(1995) point out that those capabilities are developed and accumulated through con-

tinuous and systematic investments, carried out by the company, of knowledge-based

assets. These, in turn, are built by firm’s efforts in research and development (R&D) ac-

tivities, patenting, product design, production engineering, quality control, personal

training, and inter-relationships with external technology suppliers and specialized

people (experts) (Lall, 1992; Figueiredo, 2009; Reichert et al., 2012). All these

knowledge-based assets (in particular skilled people)—in conjunction with a firm’s fi-

nancial structure, business strategy, and alliances among other firms or universities—-

would enable the company to master new technologies and to innovate (OECD, 2005).
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Thus, TBCs enable a comprehensive analysis of the technological capabilities, since

they include diversified complementary efforts and networking strategies for

innovation. Technological capability is taken as the dependent variable construct in this

study. For the construct definition, we considered the orientation of Reichert et al.,

(2012), who, after careful theoretical review, defined four indicators for measurement:

research and development (R&D), inventions patenting, technical staff hiring, and

introduction of new products in the market.

The intensity of efforts undertaken in the construction, absorption, and management

of knowledge-based assets will result in different types and levels of technological cap-

abilities (Lall, 1992; Bell & Pavitt, 1995). When considering TBCs specifically at their

graduated stage, it is assumed that the organizational skills and particularly the rela-

tional competences of the innovative entrepreneur tend to be crucial in integrating the

diversity of those learning processes and players (internal and external to the company)

involved in technological capacity-building. This is so because even though they have

high degree of innovativeness, graduated TBCs are emerging, small-sized companies

that generally comes into the market competing with strong brands and larger-sized

companies. In this sense, they need not only to legitimize their innovation in the mar-

ket but also to complement their internal resources and competencies with external

sources of knowledge and physical, human, and financial capital (Lee et al., 2001). As a

result, the practices of interaction and cooperation in business networks are extremely

important for competitiveness and for development of technological capabilities in

these companies (La Rocca & Snehota, 2014). In this way, relational capabilities (Dyer

& Singh, 1996) to manage external players are essential for graduated TBCs.

Relationship networks in TBCs

For TBCs to survive in the market after graduation, it is necessary to guide the efforts

of strategic planning to establish relations with partners, in order to obtain technologies

and funding. The image of a lone-wolf entrepreneur that single-handedly solves all

problems needs to be discarded, in favor of an image of an entrepreneur responsible

for managing networks. This means developing new capabilities related to external re-

lationships (O’Connor & DeMartino, 2006). The objectives of these partnerships with

external players involve gaining specific assets, knowledge-sharing routines, and access

to complementary resources. Planning efforts need to take into account the ability of

managing these networks (Dyer & Singh, 1996). If the TBC can take advantage of the

incubator network in the early stages of pre-incubation and incubation, then in the

post-incubation stage it is up to the TBC to keep the previously-established relation-

ships while managing a new range of partnerships that enable the acquisition of know-

ledge and resources to develop their innovation capacity. On the one hand, graduated

TBCs need to build partnerships to sustain their commercial or market risks associated

with expanding their activities. On the other hand, they need these partnerships to in-

crease their levels of efficiency and market share by developing radical or significantly-

improved innovations (Story et al., 2009). If entrepreneurs develop these relational cap-

abilities, they can obtain competitive advantages from learning, from the flow of infor-

mation, and from the economy of scale (Ebers & Jarillo, 1998). In sum, it is the new

ranges of competencies for the entrepreneurs that change the way to manage their
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enterprises. In the lines below, we present our hypotheses, in order to show how these

relational competences are essential for TBC innovativeness.

Hypotheses

Research has shed light on the fact that TBCs are growing more dependent on external

knowledge sources (Stam & Wennberg, 2009; Fernandes et al., 2017). For this reason,

these companies started to join technological networks, especially those based in know-

ledge and innovation. These technological networks could be understood according to

their: (i) internationalization degree (Autio et al., 2000; Castells, 2000; Chesbrough,

2007; Soetanto & Geenhuizen, 2005); (ii) openness to innovation, from open to closed

degree (Chesbrough, 2007; Cheng & Huizingh, 2014; Du et al., 2014); or (iii) orienta-

tion, from market to science. The latter orientation was chosen as a construct in this

study. In the market orientation, the main agents with whom a company usually main-

tains technological relationship are customers, suppliers, licensing offices, and consult-

ing companies, among others (Collinson & Gregoson, 2003; Lichtenthaler, 2005; Cheng

& Huizingh, 2014). In the science orientation, the main agents are universities, insti-

tutes of science and technology (IST), technological incubators, and commercial labs,

among others (Lee & Park, 2006; Dahlstrand, 2007; McAdam & McAdam, 2008; Du et

al., 2014).

The technological networks help TBCs’ performance and adaptability, and often are

vital for these companies’ survival (Collinson & Gregoson, 2003, West & Noel, 2009;

Tumelero et al., 2016). Small-sized technology-based companies have greater limita-

tions related to knowledge (Collinson & Gregoson, 2003, West & Noel, 2009). Appro-

priate integration into a technological network is a powerful investment for a TBC and

should not be neglected, once it is clear that a network provides information, know-

ledge (Elfring & Hulsink, 2003), and/or generation of new capabilities and growth for

the company (Macpherson & Holt, 2007). Apprenticeship and innovation via techno-

logical networks evolve from the so-called knowledge nodes, through individuals,

teams, and interactions, both within and between agents (Castells, 2000; Davenport &

Prusak, 1998).

Thus, the more complex the technology, the more TBCs seek cooperation network

alternatives. Technological networks can act as capturing sources of many knowledge

forms, both tacit and codified (explicit). Knowledge in TBCs converges in the tacit for-

mat from the accumulated experience of the entrepreneurs, technicians, and/or scien-

tists; in the explicit format, it converges from formal knowledge of universities and

research centers to these companies. However, one also has to assume that other forms

of knowledge convergence can be incorporated into these companies activities, such as

the knowledge exchange with other companies inserted into incubators as well as sup-

pliers, strategic partners, and their own customer products, in the process of being de-

veloped or already being commercialized (Tumelero et al., 2012). The strengthening of

informal networks in the learning process, through the convergence of communities

that hold the knowledge, will allow relation to one another through common interests

(Davenport & Prusak, 1998).

It is feasible that the insertion capability in technological networks is a powerful in-

tangible asset to competitiveness, and it is able to provide knowledge of new markets
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for products and services to innovations and new business practices (Elfring & Hulsink,

2003). Moreover, external relationships contribute to maintaining sustainable techno-

logical capability in the long term (Widding, 2005).

In this way, despite relational risk and partnership governance (that is, the differenti-

ated trajectory that the network association enables), networks tend to present more

gains for learning and innovation than losses (Nooteboom, 2000). The ability to com-

bine knowledge, mainly for technological purposes, might be posed as an important

competitive advantage. This competence of knowledge appropriation and recombin-

ation makes it difficult for other companies to copy such innovative capability (Werner-

felt, 1984).

Is important to note that is not just relationships for technology acquisition that mat-

ter to the innovative capacities of a graduated TBC. TBCs need financial capital for

innovation, which is achieved through financial networks, another construct object of

this study. Other entrepreneurs who want to be co-partners of a TBC (Hogan & Hut-

son, 2005; Manigart & Struyf, 1997) can own this capital for innovation. However, it is

unlikely that TBCs will always have resources from a co-partner for technology invest-

ments. As such, it will be necessary to find external sources of financing (Tahvanainen,

2004). Private banks are afraid to invest in TBCs (Huyghebaert & Van de Gucht, 2007).

Thus, typical alternatives include public banks or business partners who can make

loans or co-investments, especially partners related to a TBC value chain (Jones & Jaya-

warna, 2010). Despite all these possibilities, venture capital funds are still the main

source of funds (Collinson & Gregoson 2003; Cornnelius & Persson, 2006).

In summary, TBCs are constrained by lack of knowledge and lack of funds. As a re-

sult, TBCs have to access these resources from others, through relationship networks

(Lee et al., 2001; Collinson & Gregoson 2003; Tahvanainen, 2004; Lichtenthaler, 2005;

Cornnelius & Persson, 2006; Lee & Park, 2006; Dahlstrand, 2007; McAdam & McA-

dam, 2008; West & Noel, 2009; Jones & Jayawarna, 2010; Cheng & Huizingh, 2014; Du

et al., 2014; Fernandes et al., 2017). For this reason, in the current study, technical

(knowledge) and financial networks were chosen as independent variables to be tested.

In view of the above arguments, we hypothesized that insertion into financial and

technological networks is associated with the technological capability of post-incubated

TBCs, as follows:

H1a – The insertion into the financial network is positively associated with the

technological capability of post-incubated TBCs.

H1b – The insertion into the technological network is positively associated with the

technological capability of post-incubated TBCs.

As already highlighted, the entrepreneur in the pre-incubation phase is largely respon-

sible for the innovation. It is his/her responsibility to search for business opportunity and

explain how he/she will take advantage this opportunity (Bhave, 1994). Undoubtedly in

this stage, the entrepreneur’s experience is directly associated with the technological cap-

ability development. At the moment of incubation, it is up to the entrepreneur to struc-

ture the company and plan its growth. Although the association is no longer with the

creation of innovation, the concern is to implement the innovation (Reynolds and Miller,
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1994). Thus, the association of planning with technological capability development is evi-

dent. However, the issue that lingers is the association of these two roles of the entrepre-

neur, creator and planner, in the stage of TBC graduation. We use the assumption that

insertion into external financial and technological networks is an essential condition for

the development of technological capabilities; we do not question the role of the entrepre-

neur in the growth of TBC, especially because Pereira and Sbragia (2004) and Colombo

and Grilli (2005) make this condition pretty clear and evident. However, what remains is

the direct association of these two entrepreneurial roles with developing technological

capability.

In our conception, the entrepreneur’s technical and isolated experience ceases to have

direct relevance to technological capability development. It is worth noting that we are

not recommending the entrepreneur’s departure, but rather the diffusion of entrepre-

neurial competence among the company human resources and among external sources,

that is, obtained from the network insertion. This means that the competence of the

company’s human resources is associated with the planning, the survival, and the main-

tenance of the company. However, this planning capability is not directly associated

with the development of new organizational capabilities (Aspelund et al., 2005; Benzing

et al., 2009; Gimmon & Levie, 2010). Studies of technology-based companies (Aspelund

et al., 2005; Tumelero et al., 2016) emphasize that the experience of a group of people,

including the founders’ experience, allows for making specialized and quick decisions,

that is, efficient planning and execution, which becomes an advantage for the new busi-

ness and therefore increases the likelihood of the company’s survival. In turn, Benzing

et al. (2009) state that psychological and personality traits, and technical and manager-

ial competences, of entrepreneurs are elements that may facilitate the survival of a

company. However, Gimmon and Levie (2010) and Tumelero et al. (2016) present the

effects of human capital in the survival of post-incubated TBCs; it is, in essence, related

to the survival of these companies, through the planning and execution of management

routines. In short, the entrepreneurial experience—which in the second stage was

transferred to the organizational capability of planning and maintaining the

organizational functions—is essential for maintaining the company’s functioning as well

as ensuring the company’s survival (Gimmon & Levie, 2010; Tumelero et al., 2016).

However, no evidence links the development of technological capability to these planning

competences. On the contrary, the evidence shows that it is insertion into the network, and

the heterogeneity of the innovation trajectory provided by the multiple network links, that

lead to the development of technological capabilities. The role of planning and maintaining

the company functioning directs the entrepreneur and his team toward more routine and

bureaucratic tasks in such a way that they become averse to all that is new (Nootebbom,

2000). Then, when the company has graduated, the entrepreneur’s planning role should be

directed to seeking insertion into financial and technological networks, rather than focusing

on organizational innovation in a closed manner, as these networks can lead to techno-

logical capability development. This means planning how to overcome the obstacles to

building a strong network (Story et al., 2007; Story et al., 2009)—in other words, how to

overcome the lack of embeddedness in the external network (Birkinshaw et al., 2007).

A well-planned human resources team of a graduated TBC is one whose role is not

only executing and maintaining the organizational routines but, above all, managing
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insertion into external networks and establishing and maintaining the technological

and financial inter-relationships that are essential to stimulating technological

innovation capability. In this study, the planning construct was taken in the marketing

and strategic view, and was named planning effort. In marketing, as per the classifica-

tion of Coviello et al. (2000), we consider two managerial dimensions: market (intend)

and brand (focus). In strategy, a unified indicator was considered, following the rela-

tionship between strategic planning and technological capability as studied by Panda

and Ramanathan (1997). Then, the above arguments allowed us hypothesized that:

H2a – The planning effort is positively associated with the insertion into financial

network of post-incubated TBCs.

H2b – The planning effort is positively associated with the insertion into technological

network of post-incubated TBCs.

H2c – The planning effort is negatively associated with the technological capability of

post-incubated TBCs.

Taking into account the above conceptual background, Fig. 1 presents the study’s the-

oretical model and its respective hypotheses to be tested. As it can be seen, in addition

to the relationships established by the hypotheses, it is used to model the entrepre-

neur’s technical experience as a variable of control in relation to the technological cap-

ability development. The arguments previously presented point towards the change of

the entrepreneur’s role, to a role more related to the planning of the company’s func-

tions and—at the company’s graduation—to a role of an articulator of inter-

organizational relationships. However, at no time was the founder-entrepreneur’s

Fig. 1 Theoretical model. Source: Authors
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departure proposed; if he now works as a driving piece for the inter-organizational rela-

tionships that will lead to the development of technological capabilities, his figure can

still interfere or not interfere in this activity. The expectation is that he does have inter-

ference, as this would place the entrepreneur more absorbed in the network manage-

ment, and even if he had ideas, these ideas would be infinitely less voluminous when

compared to those arising from the partners. However, the element of being the

founder and sometimes the holder of equity and managerial power within the company

leads us to put entrepreneurial experience as a control variable before the development

of technological capabilities.

Research method
To meet the quantitative approach the survey method was defined for this study (Sam-

pieri et al., 2006). The population was defined as technology-based companies from dif-

ferent economic sectors, located in Brazil, post-incubated by mixed-based and

technology-based incubators. The TBCs spent an average time of three years in incuba-

tion. We located the contacts of 1025 technology-based companies post-incubated by

73 incubators. The criteria for micro- and small-sized considered companies employing

from 0 to 49 people, according to the classification of the Brazilian Institute of Geog-

raphy and Statistics (IBGE). The final sample was constituted in a non-probabilistic

way, since it did not depend on probability or random choice, but from other reasons

related to the research features, mainly accessibility to the respondents’ entrepreneurs

(Sampieri et al., 2006).

The chosen data-collection instrument was the questionnaire, developed based on

the identification of the variable components of each construct in the literature, with

the reference being a theoretical conceptual model. Three rounds of pre-testing proce-

dures were properly carried out to eliminate potential problems in the collection in-

strument, as suggested by Malhotra (2001). In the final version of the instrument, we

used an interval scale of 11 points (0 to 10) for all indicators belonging to the inde-

pendent, dependent, and moderating constructs (Table 1). For demographic questions,

an ordinal scale was used.

The data were collected in the year 2013, through the QuestionPro® software. From

telephone follow-up up to charging the questionnaires, returning and clarifying ques-

tions of potential respondents, we obtained a general sample of 99 responses, repre-

senting 9.66% of the total questionnaires sent. Respondents were TBC entrepreneurs

and executives. The great majority held a postgraduate degree of Doctorate (31.5%),

Lato Sensu/ executive education (22.8%) or Masters (20.7%). The remainder held

Higher education (21.7%) and High school (3.3%). From the established criteria and the

withdrawal of questionnaires with missing values, we obtained a final sample of 90 valid

questionnaires for descriptive analysis and other statistical analysis.

The data were analyzed using the software SmartPLS®. The analyses from the final

sample, as from the contributions of Hair Jr. et al. (2009), Henseler et al. (2009), Ringle

et al. (2014) and Hair Jr. et al. (2014), were performed through the Structural Equation

Modeling (SEM) with estimation by the Partial Least Squares (PLS).

The specifications for the use of the PLS method and modeling via the SmartPLS®

were properly followed and no restrictions were observed, as follows: (1) the routes
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model is recursive, in other words, there is no causal relationship within the model; (2)

all latent variable (construct) has at least one assigned indicator; (3) the indicators were

assigned only once for each latent variable; and (4) the model consists of only one

structure, in other words, there are no multiple unrelated templates.

From Table 1 the categorization of the model components was carried out.

Results
This study obtained 90 valid questionnaires, from which study analyses were carried

out. The five main sectors of TBCs’ activity were information technology (33.3%), tech-

nology services (16.7%), electro-electronics (16.7%), biotechnology (8.9%), automation

(5.6%), and other (18.9%). In terms of size, 74.4% employed between 1 and 19 people,

17.8% employed between 20 and 39 people, and 7.8% employed 40–59 people. Most of

the TBCs (90%) were located in the Southeast and South regions, where the important

technological poles are located in Brazil.

Structural equation modeling (SEM) with estimations by the partial least squares (PLS)

Considering what Henseler et al. (2009) and Hair Jr. et al. (2014) suggest, we proceeded

to the presentation and evaluation of the structural equation modeling results in two

stages. The first evaluation was the measurement model from the latent variable statis-

tics, and the second evaluation was the structural model.

Table 1 Categorization of variables and constructs of the theoretical model. Source: Authors

Variable description Variable
categorization

Construct Construct
classification

Insertion into venture capital networks Risk Insertion into financial
networks

Mediator

Insertion into governmental subvention networks Subvention

Insertion into capital networks of friends or relatives Family-friends

Insertion into technological collaboration network
with consumers

Customer Insertion into
technological networks

Mediator

Insertion into technological collaboration network
with suppliers

Supplier

Insertion into technological collaboration network
with universities laboratories

University

Insertion into technological collaboration with
incubators

Incubator

Insertion into technological collaboration with
technical consulting companies

Consulting

Insertion into technological license network License

Research and development (R & D) R&D Technological
Capability

Independent

Inventions Patenting Patent

Technical staff hiring People

Introduction of new product in the market Product

Brand planning effort Brand Planning effort Dependent

Market planning effort Market

Strategic planning effort Strategy

Technical experience of the entrepreneur Experience Entrepreneur experience Control
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Evaluation of the measurement model

The following statistics were performed to evaluate the reflective latent variables of the

model: (1) factorial weight, (2) reliability of the internal consistency and convergent val-

idity, and (3) discriminant validity (Henseler et al., 2009, Hair Jr. et al., 2014).

Factorial weight The factorial weight for analyzing the consistency of the reflective

variables consists of the exposition of the load of each reflective variable in the model

composition. This statistic is intended to prioritize variables with values above 0.7

(Henseler et al., 2009, Hair Jr. et al., 2014). In the initial tested model, the variables

family-friends (0.457) (Financial network), customer (0.388) (Technological network),

and incubator (0.420) (Technological network) were excluded from the model due to

not presenting factorial weight higher than 0.7.

From the exclusion of the three variables, it was possible to advance to the processing

of the second model. The factor loadings can be seen in Table 2.

For presenting factorial weight statistically equal or higher than 0.7, the other vari-

ables were kept in the model composition.

Reliability of the internal consistency and of the convergent validity From the in-

ternal consistency and from the convergent validity three indicators are evaluated:

Average Variance Extracted - AVE: it aims to measure the variance proportion of the

explained dimension from the variables that comprise it. For the dimension to be valid,

values above 0.5 are accepted (Fornel & Larcker, 1981, Hair Jr. et al., 2014).

Composite Reliability: it aims to measure the reliability level of each variable in the

dimension construction to which it belongs. For the dimension to have an acceptable

degree of reliability, desirable values are above 0.7 (Fornel & Larcker, 1981, Hair Jr. et

al., 2014).

Cronbach’s Alpha reliability (α): it is the most remarkable inner-reliability indicator

and indirectly estimates the reliability degree where the set of indicators measures a

Table 2 Factorial weight of the second model variables

Construct Variable Technological
capability

Financial
network

Technical
network

Planning
effort

Technological
capability

R&D 0.830 0.472 0.602 0.273

Patent 0.756 0.563 0.661 0.350

People 0.800 0.331 0.528 0.126

Product 0.718 0.628 0.586 0.253

Financial network Risk 0.573 0.875 0.512 0.399

Subvention 0.562 0.848 0.391 0.300

Technical network Consulting 0.531 0.388 0.767 0.448

License 0.664 0.427 0.813 0.371

Supplier 0.624 0.318 0.774 0.318

University 0.620 0.519 0.802 0.469

Planning effort Market 0.269 0.271 0.290 0.697

Strategic 0.260 0.291 0.522 0.805

Brand 0.255 0.391 0.352 0.829

Note: The italicized factorial weights correspond to the variables forming the respective constructs in line/column
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single VL. Values (α) above 0.7 are desirable; however, values above 0.6 are considered

acceptable to measure the set of indicators’ reliability (Hair Jr. et al., 2009, Hair Jr. et

al., 2014).

In Table 3, it is possible to verify the values of AVE, Composite Reliability, and Cron-

bach’s Alpha of the latent variables.

It can be seen that the AVE values are higher than 0.5, Reliability Composite are

higher than 0.8, and Cronbach’s Alpha are higher than 0.6 for all the latent variables.

Such results validate the latent variables for the model composition.

Criteria of discriminant validity The discriminant validity seeks to demonstrate

whether a construct is truly distinct among the other constructs of the model. Two

evaluation measures are used:

(i).Cross loadings of indicators. It shows if the load shared with the construct to which

the indicator is associated is larger than the loads associated with other constructs.

(ii).Fornell-Larcker criteria. It shows if the square root of the extracted variance from

each construct is larger than the correlations with the other constructs.

If both cases are positively verified, then there is discriminant validity of the model

(Fornel & Larcker, 1981; Hair Jr. et al., 2014).

Table 2 shows the indicators’ cross loads. It can be seen that the greatest shared load

of each indicator is related to the respective constructs to which they are associated.

Such results provide a first indication of discriminant validity of the constructs. For the

Fornell-Larcker Criterion, the square root of the AVE was evaluated in Table 4.

In Table 4, it is noted that all variables present AVE Square Root values higher than

their correlation coefficients, which provide the second and final indication of discrim-

inant validity.

Model validation

Finally, two more statistics were necessary in order to demonstrate the relationships be-

tween the constructs and the model validity.

Coefficients of determination According to Chin (1998) and Hair Jr. et al. (2014), co-

efficients (beta/β) of R2 = 0.67, 0.33, and 0.19 are considered, respectively, as substan-

tial, moderate, and weak. In Fig. 2, it is possible to verify the present model values of

R2.

It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the R2 value equals 0.706 for the dependent variable

Technological capability. In presenting a substantial result, it is possible to consider

that the determination coefficient is suitable for the model validation. The results

Table 3 Reliability of the internal consistency and convergent validity

Construct AVE Composite Reliability Cronbach’s Alpha

Technological capability 0.604 0.859 0.781

Financial network 0.742 0.852 0.653

Technological network 0.623 0.868 0.798

Planning effort 0.607 0.822 0.676
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indicate that: insertion into financial networks, insertion into technological networks,

and planning effort explain 70.6% of the technological capability of the companies

surveyed.

Additionally, a value of R2 = 0.167 is observed for the variable financial network,

showing that the planning effort influences 16.7% of the insertion into financial net-

works. An R2 value = 0.260 is also observed for the variable technological network, dem-

onstrating that the planning effort influences 26% of the insertion into technological

networks.

Student t-test and verification of the research hypotheses For the validation of the

final model, we observed the estimate for the coefficients which represented the re-

search hypotheses paths. The estimate for the path coefficient was performed using the

student t-test and the bootstrapping technique with 500 repetitions. Results can be seen

in Fig. 3.

To test the hypotheses, the p-value and path coefficient criteria were chosen. For the

p-value, a minimum confidence level of 95% (α = or < 0.05) was defined, what is an

Table 4 Discriminant validity of the reflexive variables

Constructs AVE AVE
Square
Root

Correlation coefficient

Technological
capability

Financial
network

Technological
network

Planning
effort

Technological
capability

0.604 0.777 1 – – –

Financial network 0.742 0.861 0.658 1 – –

Technological
network

0.623 0.789 0.774 0.527 1 –

Planning effort 0.607 0.779 0.333 0.408 0.510 1

Fig. 2 Result of the coefficient of determination
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error probability equal to or lower than 5%, aiming t-values higher than 1.96. For the

path coefficients (Betas), values higher than 0.20 were defined (Hair Jr. et al., 2014). Ac-

cording to Fig. 3, we can conclude:

The value of t = 13.605 > 1.96 and the factorial weight of 0.389 validate H1a, demon-

strating that "Insertion into the financial network is positively associated with the

technological capability of post-incubated TBCs".

The value of t = 24.597 > 1.96 and the factorial weight of 0.648 validate H1b, demon-

strating that "Insertion into technological network is positively associated with the

technological capability of post-incubated TBCs".

The value of t = 10.496 > 1.96 and the factorial weight of 0.408 validate H2a, demon-

strating that "Planning effort is positively associated with insertion into the financial

network of post-incubated TBCs".

The values of t = 13.169 > 1.96 and the factorial weight of 0.510 validate H2b, demon-

strating that "Planning effort is positively associated with insertion into the techno-

logical network of post-incubated TBCs".

The value of t = 4.835 > 1.96, however, with the factorial weight of − 0.162 does not

validate the relationship, and therefore H2c cannot establish an association, either

negative or positive, in such a way that the more correct sentence would be that “Plan-

ning effort is not associated with the technological capability of post-incubated TBCs".

Except for H2c, the paths present values higher than 1.96 and factorial weight higher

than 0.2, which are valid relationships for composing the proposed model. Thus, it is

concluded that the model’s positive correlations are valid at a confidence level of 95%.

Discussion
This study aims to answer the following question: “to what extent is the technological

capability of post-incubated TBCs dependent on its insertion into financial and techno-

logical networks?” When the significant number of endogenous and exogenous variables

Fig. 3 Student t-test
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that possibly influence the technological capability of TBCs is considered, the model re-

sults are satisfactory because they demonstrate that insertion into relationship networks

influence 70.6% of the technological capability of technology-based companies. This

truly significant result is achieved based on the capacity of the SEM technique in cap-

turing greater complexity among different relationships at the same time, as well as on

the choice of the indicators of each network construct, which cover important agents

of the value chain in the technological and financial fields. In turn, the planning effort

in the graduated companies is relevant for the development of technological capabil-

ities, but indirectly, that is, promoting the insertion of the TBC into networks, which

will lead to technological capability.

Supporting the research question, we defined research objective one: “to verify the in-

fluence of insertion into financial and technological networks on the technological cap-

ability of post-incubated TBCs”. To achieve this objective, hypothesis H1a and H1b

were proposed and validated, proving that both financial and technological networks

positively influence the technological capability of post-incubated TBCs. The literature

is clear when describing relationships between insertion into social networks and busi-

ness results. However, the theoretical gap investigated in this study presents findings re-

lated to the more specific importance of these networks’ integration on technological

capability. This reinforces the theory of relational-based view (Dyer and Singh, 1996),

whose guidance is the study of the importance of relational resources in businesses’

performance and competitiveness.

It is important to emphasize that this study did not aim to check to what extent net-

work insertion was formalized or not. The rationale is clear, in that companies are dy-

namic organizations comprised of and operated by people. This means that, either

through a contract or through creative conversations, relationships can and should

occur freely between individuals and companies, according to the convergence of

interests.

Related to the technological capability construct, the fact that TBCs are no longer in

formal relationship with the incubator, physically or virtually, justifies the non-

validation of the incubator variable. While the relationship between incubator and TBC

would be beneficial, even after graduation, the fact is that TBCs start to form new rela-

tionship arrangements, and the maintenance of this old relationship (incubator and

TBC) could decrease in intensity, since the incubator has already fulfilled its protective

role of the incubated company. The relationship opportunity turns now to other players

in the company’s network. The non-validation of the customer variable shows that the

TBCs surveyed are taking advantage of upstream relationships in the value chain, since

the relationship with suppliers has been validated and the relationship with consumers

has not.

The insertion into technological relationship networks stood out as the most influential

variable in the technological capability of the surveyed TBCs. Technology networks with

companies for licensing, university laboratories, technical consulting, and suppliers show

that TBCs are resorting to relationships with nodes of high technological knowledge,

which makes sense for companies based on highly sophisticated, advanced, and updated

technological innovations. These are transversal relationships, which in turn strengthen

new technological arrangements, particularly of open innovation processes. The relation-

ship validation with universities stands out, given the well-known complexity of the
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relationships of these universities with small businesses. A relationship with universities is

already known to be a difficult task for large companies with sufficient availability of re-

sources for the establishment of such relationships. This reality is not only of the Brazilian

National System of Science, Technology and Innovation (NSCT&I), but it is also a chal-

lenge pointed out in the literature of other more technologically-advanced countries as

well.

As for the financial networks, it was observed that the non-validation of the family-

friends variable demonstrates that the companies did not prioritize the finance capital

network of family and friends in the post-incubation stage. Insertion into venture cap-

ital networks and into economic subvention networks show that Brazil’s innovation

ecosystem presents advancements in the known challenge of financial support to

technology-based startups. This is due to government policies for support via federal

government agencies such as the National Council for Scientific and Technological De-

velopment (CNPq) and the Financier of Studies and Projects (FINEP), and via state

agencies, such as the foundations of support to research (FSRs). However, in the private

sector, the support of the “angel investor” stands out, a fairly recent network in the Bra-

zilian innovation ecosystem, but which may be making a significant difference in the fi-

nancing for startups.

On the other hand, it is known that the entrepreneur may be making use of the

equity capital that comes from his/her personal savings and loans. This variable, how-

ever, was not an object of verification, since the purpose of the study was to verify the

activation of capital via relationship networks.

To further support the research question, we defined research objective two: “to ver-

ify the influence of the planning effort in insertion into financial and technological net-

works, and in the technological capability of post-incubated TBCs”.

To achieve this objective, hypotheses H2a, H2b, and H2c were proposed. Hypothesis

H2a and H2b were validated, proving that planning effort is positively associated with

the insertion into both financial and technological networks of post-incubated TBCs.

However, hypothesis H2c was not validated, proving that planning effort is not directly

associated with the technological capability of post-incubated TBCs.

This finding of the study, on the influence of the planning effort over the other pro-

posed variables, is noteworthy. The negative relationship between planning effort and

technological capability demonstrates that the planning itself is not directly influential.

In other words, relationships need to be planned. Planning is undoubtedly a remarkable

entrepreneurial competence. Even when the operating characteristic with high techno-

logical risk is considered, and the strategy of a TBC is, in large part, emerging, the need

to plan is noticed. It is known that the reality is complex and dynamic, yet from having

to emerge and to deconstruct itself at every moment, the planning continues to be the

basis for a TBC’s performance.

The whole context of networks hitherto depicted could be being controlled by an im-

portant feature of a technology-based entrepreneur: his/her technical experience. This

arrangement as control variable was not validated in this study. Obviously, it is not pos-

sible to state that the entrepreneur’s technical experience is not important to techno-

logical capability. With the results of the study, it involves only saying that, in the

sample of the surveyed companies, the technological capability did not directly depend

on this variable. It is possible to assume that the technological capability of a graduated
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TBC is less dependent on the entrepreneur’s knowledge itself and more dependent on

the entrepreneur’s competence in planning and in articulating financial and techno-

logical networks.

To finalize the discussions, we highlight the limitations. The results are restricted to

the sample of post-incubated TBCs, and, in light of statistics, they should not be ex-

panded to the universe of companies operating in traditional sectors and of medium

and large sizes.

Conclusions
In managerial terms, the change in the entrepreneur’s role is evident at the time the

TBC gets its graduation. The development of technological capabilities is not the result

of isolated efforts of this entrepreneur based on his/her technical and past experience,

but rather is articulated through his/her role as master articulator of strategic planning.

It is up to the entrepreneur at this stage of the TBC to be a manager of networks. His/

her core function is to plan the company’s routines for its survival and to plan inter-

organizational relationships, in order to afford the development of new technological

capabilities.

In academic terms, the study is an important contribution to understanding the en-

trepreneur’s role in TBCs. The studies of Aspelund et al. (2005), Colombo and Grilli

(2005), Benzing et al. (2009), and Gimmon and Levie (2010) unequivocally show the

entrepreneur’s importance for the TBC’s survival. Our study supports the importance

of the entrepreneur for TBCs and adds an important result in this direction: the entre-

preneur’s role in graduated TBCs is no longer the role of direct agent of innovation.

Our study shows that the survival of the company, when measured by technological

capabilities development, depends on the entrepreneur’s role as a planner of inter-

organizational relationships. It is clear that what leads here to innovation are the inputs

coming from the technological and financial partnerships; innovation is no longer

closed and it becomes cooperative. Furthermore, this result shows that the understand-

ing of TBCs undergoing incubation needs to be analyzed at its different moments –

pre-incubation, incubation and graduation - because the entrepreneur’s role in relation

to organizational innovation changes at each stage.

Finally, future research can be recommended based on these conclusions. Opportun-

ities for further studies are identified in order to investigate the entrepreneur’s compe-

tencies to manage networks and to understand how networks could be constructed

through formal and informal cooperation. In addition, further studies could focus on

how insertion into networks influences TBCs’ economic performance. Other studies

may also show how the insertion into networks gives legitimacy to the TBCs before its

stakeholders and enables cooperation in research and development (R & D).
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